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Editorial

Of the numerous non-surgical therapies available to treat
ventricular tachycardia (VT), catheter ablation is the least
practised but has great promise for increased use in the
treatment of this diYcult arrhythmia. The paper by Furniss
and colleagues1 in this issue of Heart describes the successful
application of catheter ablation to a population of patients
hitherto regarded as being virtually untreatable in this way;
those whose arrhythmia leads quickly to collapse. Is their
experience reproducible? If so, does it represent a new limit
for the technique or does it oVer a glimmer of hope that all
ventricular tachyarrhythmias, including ventricular fibrillation, might be treatable by catheter ablation?
Catheter ablation has become the treatment of choice for
most supraventricular tachycardias (SVTs) with the sole
exception, for the moment, of atrial fibrillation. This has
occurred because of the treatment’s eYcacy (a success rate
of at least 90%) and safety. Currently, when catheter ablation is applied to treat ventricular tachycardia (VT), the
aim is to improve quality of life but not prognosis. This is
so whether VT arises benignly within a normal heart or in
the context of structural heart disease, when the patient’s
prognosis is ultimately determined by the severity of the
underlying disease. In the former, success rates approaching those for ablation of accessory atrioventricular
pathways can be anticipated2–7 so that for many, usually
young patients, ablation may, as with SVT, be the
treatment of choice.
In patients with VT complicating structural heart
disease, the complexity of the target arrhythmia substrate
has so far limited the role of catheter ablation. Despite this,
in this patient group there is an established and
increasingly important role for catheter ablation in treating
VT, which is when the arrhythmia triggers unacceptably
frequent therapy from an implanted cardioverter defibrillator (ICD). Such tachycardias are typically relatively slow,
often as a result of antiarrhythmic drug treatment
prescribed to reduce their incidence. The tachycardias are
therefore usually well tolerated. This facilitates the
mapping of complex VT substrates so that the culprit VT
may be successfully ablated and the frequency of device
therapy thereby reduced.8 9 The aim of this therapeutic
approach is to reduce ICD therapy to tolerable levels and
accept that the VTs not ablated will recur (less frequently)
and be terminated safely by the ICD. This compromise is
accepted because of the high risk and failure rates of
antiarrhythmic surgery for VT that might achieve more
complete ablation of multiple VTs.
The observation that catheter ablation may reduce the
requirement for ICD therapy has encouraged the wider
application of catheter ablation to treat patients with structural heart disease and VT. To achieve this, two important
limitations, which have hitherto contributed to low success
and high recurrence rates in this patient group, must be
overcome. These are: firstly, the time required for precise
localisation of the correct target for ablation (mapping);
secondly, the small size of the lesions that are created when
using radiofrequency (RF) energy.
If ablation is to be applied more widely to such patients,
how are these limitations to be overcome? For the creation of

controllable larger ablation lesions, cooled tipped RF delivery has already been shown to be eVective10 while alternative
forms of energy delivery capable of creating large lesions,
such as ultrasound, laser, microwave and percutaneous
cryotherapy, are at an early stage of development.
New mapping tools
The limitations of creating small lesions are greatest when
targeting arrhythmias where mapping is diYcult, namely
multiple or short-lived arrhythmias which cause collapse,
and are most frequently encountered when VT complicates
structural heart disease. New mapping tools have been
developed, which either provide global mapping data (noncontact and basket mapping techniques)11 12 or create maps
that correlate anatomy with electrical activation (Carto,
Localisa, Realtime Position Management).13–15 Initial experience with the non-contact mapping system used to direct
standard RF catheter ablation of the complex substrates of
patients with multiple VTs has been encouraging. The
requirements for ICD therapy were reduced and recurrence
of VT in patients was rare.11 With global mapping methods,
substrates for short lived and multiple arrhythmias can be
defined, the data stored, and an ablation catheter navigated
to the chosen site(s) enabling ablation of the target either
during sinus rhythm or at the onset of a VT that would otherwise be of short duration. This has been confirmed by the
experience using non-contact mapping when all target and
many other VTs were successfully ablated.11 Approximately
half of the energy applications in that series were delivered
during sinus rhythm to sites that had been identified during
VT as being crucial to supporting tachycardia.11
Furniss and colleagues1 describe the successful ablation
of patients in whom VT had, of necessity, to be of short
duration. If their experience could be repeated, are the new
mapping techniques therefore to be of no additional value
in treating these patients? Furniss and colleagues employed
an “in-house” anatomical mapping process to help define
the scar of myocardial infarction similar to an approach
taken using the Carto mapping system where endocardial
areas generating low voltages have been labelled as infarct
scars.16 They then delivered RF energy to create linear
lesions across scar boundary. In some of their patients, the
linear lesions connected inferior infarct scar to the
posterior mitral valve annulus, creating an “isthmus” ablation as described by Wilber and associates.17 However, several of their patients had suVered anterior myocardial infarctions and did not conform to that group.
Anatomical guided approach
That Furniss and colleagues were successful in treating their
patients represents the most intriguing and important, but
also frustrating, aspect of their paper.1 Their success is
encouraging, but because of the predominantly anatomical
guided approach (rather than electrophysiologically guided)
adopted to the ablations, we cannot evaluate how the lesions
modified the arrhythmogenic substrates. The authors
employed pace mapping to help define the correct ablation
sites. However, they applied this during sinus rhythm. The
process by which paroxysmal VT is generated in patients
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Rapid viewpoints
Welcome to this new feature for Heart Online (www.heartjnl.com) where we welcome your comments on topical issues
in cardiology. Initially, views on the recent publication of the [National Institute for Clinical Excellence] NICE guidelines on IIb/IIIa inhibitors* are encouraged. These have produced many diVerent reactions, and a certain amount of
surprise.
If you want to comment on these guidelines, or other matters, please access this item on the Heart web site
(www.heartjnl.com/cgi/content/full/84/6/586) and use the Rapid Response facility (click on eLetters: Submit a
response to this article). Please limit your views to 750 words and 5 references, shorter if possible (sorry but we
cannot accept images with this facility). Your views will be posted on Heart Online within a few days subject to editorial screening.
ROGER HALL
Editor

*A pdf version of “Guidance on the use of glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors in the treatment of acute coronary
syndromes” (September 2000) is available from the NICE web site (www.nice.org.uk/nice-web/pdf/
Nice+GLYCOPROTEIN+12+guidan.pdf)
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with structural heart disease usually involves the development of an area of “functional” block to conduction. Such
“functional” block is not fixed, not anatomical, and variable
in its extent. When formed, it combines with an area of
“fixed” conduction block caused by, for example, the scar of
myocardial infarction, to create a protected channel for conduction that allows re-entry to occur. It therefore follows that
in structural heart disease in sinus rhythm when there is no
functional block, pacing, even from the VT substrate, generates a diVerent ventricular depolarisation sequence and
therefore a diVerent QRS morphology from that produced
by VT. Despite this, Furniss and colleagues performed pace
mapping during sinus rhythm to match the ECG appearance
of VT. Perhaps it was because these investigators did not
require a completely accurate match of the paced 12 lead
QRS morphology with the QRS morphology generated by
VT, and were using this technique only as a “rough” guide to
location, that they were able to glean sufficient information
from these manoeuvres to find successful ablation sites.
If catheter ablation is to advance to treat life threatening
ventricular arrhythmias, progress such as that reported in
this study will need to be fully understood. It should therefore be repeated when detailed global mapping information
can add such understanding. We might then begin to
imagine a day when catheter ablation can be deployed to so
change arrhythmogenic substrates in patients with structural heart disease that it will improve their prognosis as
well as their life’s quality.

